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The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) is an independent institution of the EU,
responsible under Article 41(2) of Regulation 45/2001 ‘With respect to the processing of
personal data… for ensuring that the fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons, and
in particular their right to privacy, are respected by the Community institutions and bodies’,
and ‘…for advising Community institutions and bodies and data subjects on all matters
concerning the processing of personal data’. Under Article 28(2) of Regulation 45/2001, the
Commission is required, ‘when adopting a legislative Proposal relating to the protection of
individuals’ rights and freedoms with regard to the processing of personal data...’, to consult
the EDPS.
He was appointed in December 2014 together with the Assistant Supervisor with the specific
remit of being constructive and proactive. The EDPS published in March 2015 a five-year
strategy setting out how he intends to implement this remit, and to be accountable for doing
so.
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Executive Summary
The digitisation of society and the economy is having a mixed impact on civic engagement in
decision-making and on the barriers to public involvement in democratic processes.
Big data analytics and artificial intelligence systems have made it possible to gather, combine,
analyse and indefinitely store massive volumes of data. Over the past two decades, a dominant
business model for most web-based services has emerged which relies on tracking people
online and gathering data on their character, health, relationships and thoughts and opinions
with a view to generating digital advertising revenue. These digital markets have become
concentrated around a few companies that act as effective gatekeepers to the internet and
command higher inflation-adjusted market capitalisation values than any companies in
recorded history.
This digital ecosystem has connected people across the world with over 50% of the population
on the internet, albeit very unevenly in terms of geography, wealth and gender. The initial
optimism about the potential of internet tool and social media for civic engagement has given
way to concern that people are being manipulated, first through the constant harvesting of often
intimate information about them, second through the control over the information they see
online according to the category they are put into. Viral outrage for many algorithm-driven
services is a key driver of value, with products and applications that are designed to maximise
attention and addiction. Connectedness, at least under the current model, has lead to division.
The ensuing debate has revolved around the misleading, false or scurrilous information
(‘content’) served to people with the intention of influencing political discourse and elections,
a phenomenon come to be labelled ‘fake news’ or ‘online disinformation’. Solutions have
focused on transparency measures, exposing the source of information while neglecting the
accountability of players in the ecosystem who profit from harmful behaviour. Meanwhile
market concentration and the rise of platform dominance present a new threat to media
pluralism. For the EDPS, this crisis of confidence in the digital ecosystem illustrates the mutual
dependency of privacy and freedom of expression. The diminution of intimate space available
to people, as a result of unavoidable surveillance by companies and governments, has a chilling
effect on people’s ability and willingness to express themselves and form relationships freely,
including in the civic sphere so essential to the health of democracy. This Opinion is therefore
concerned with the way personal information is used in order to micro-target individuals and
groups with specific content, the fundamental rights and values at stake, and relevant laws for
mitigating the threats.
The EDPS has for several years argued for greater collaboration between data protection
authorities and other regulators to safeguard the rights and interests of individuals in the digital
society, the reason we launched in 2017 the Digital Clearinghouse. Given concerns that
political campaigns may be exploiting digital space in order to circumvent existing laws,1 we
believe that it is now time for this collaboration to be extended to electoral and audio-visual
regulators.
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1. Why are we publishing this Opinion
i.

Intense ongoing public debate

There is currently an intense public debate about the impact of today’s vast and complex
ecosystem of digital information on not only the market economy but also on the political
economy, how the political environment interacts with the economy. The major platforms sit
at the centre of this ecosystem, gaining disproportionately from the growth in digital
advertising, and are increasing their relative power as it evolves. Personal data is needed to
segment, to target and to customise messages served to individuals, but most advertisers are
unaware of how such decisions are taken and most individuals are unaware of how they are
being used. The system rewards sensational and viral content and does not in general
distinguish between advertisers, whether commercial or political. Revelations of how
deliberate disinformation (‘fake news’) has been propagated via this system have led to fears
that the integrity of democracies may be under threat. Artificial Intelligence systems - the
market for which is also characterised by concentration – are themselves powered by data and
will - if unchecked - increase the remoteness and unaccountability of the decision-making in
this environment.
ii.

Relevance of data protection law and political campaigns

The fundamental rights to privacy and to data protection are clearly a crucial factor in
remedying this situation, which makes this issue a strategic priority for all independent data
protection authorities. In their 2005 Resolution on the Use of Personal Data for Political
Communication, data protection regulators articulated worldwide key data protection concerns
related to the increased processing of personal data by non-commercial actors. It referred
specifically to the processing of ‘sensitive data related to real or supposed moral and political
convictions or activities, or to voting activities’ and ‘invasive profiling of various persons who
are currently classified - sometimes inaccurately or on the basis of a superficial contact - as
sympathizers, supporters, adherents or party’2. The international Resolution called for data
protection rules on data minimisation, lawful processing, consent, transparency, data subjects
rights, purpose limitation and data security to be more rigorously enforced. It may now be time
for this call to be renewed.
EU law on data protection and confidentiality of electronic communications apply to data
collection, profiling and microtargeting, and if correctly enforced should help minimise harm
from attempts to manipulate individuals and groups. Political parties processing voter data in
the EU fall within the scope of the GDPR. The GDPR defines personal data revealing political
opinions as special categories of data. Processing such data is generally prohibited unless one
of the enumerated exemptions applies. In the context of political campaigning, the following
two exemptions are particularly relevant and merit full citation:
(d) processing is carried out in the course of its legitimate activities with appropriate
safeguards by a foundation, association or any other not-for-profit body with a
political, philosophical, religious or trade union aim and on condition that the
processing relates solely to the members or to former members of the body or to persons
who have regular contact with it in connection with its purposes and that the personal
data are not disclosed outside that body without the consent of the data subjects;
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(e) processing relates to personal data which are manifestly made public by the data
subject; [...].
(g) processing is necessary for reasons of substantial public interest, on the basis of
Union or Member State law which shall be proportionate to the aim pursued, respect
the essence of the right to data protection and provide for suitable and specific
measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject.
Recital 56 clarifies para 9(2)(g): ‘[w]here in the course of electoral activities, the operation of
the democratic system in a Member State requires that political parties compile personal data
on people's political opinions, the processing of such data may be permitted for reasons of
public interest, provided that appropriate safeguards are established’.
Several data protection authorities have developed rules or guidelines on data processing for
political purposes:


In March 2014, the Italian Data Protection Authority adopted rules on processing of
personal data by political parties. The rules highlighted the general prohibition to use
personal data made public on the Internet, such as on social networks or forums, for
the purposes of political communication, if this data was collected for other purposes3.



In November 2016, the French National Data Protection Commission (CNIL) provided
additional guidelines to its 2012 recommendations on political communication,
specifying the rules for processing of personal data on social networks. In particular,
CNIL underlined that aggregation of personal data of voters in order to profile and
target them on social networks can only be lawful if based on the consent as a ground
for data processing4.



In April 2017, the UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) issued updated
Guidance on political campaigning, which also included guidelines on the use of data
analytics in political campaigning. ICO explained that when a political organization
commissions a third party company to carry out analytics, then that company is likely
to be a data processor, whereas the organization – a controller. Specific provisions of
the data protection law governing controller-processor relationship have to be
accounted for, in order for the processing to be lawful5.

The guidelines of the national data protection authorities have a potential of providing
additional authoritative interpretation of data protection and privacy law provisions, which
account for the differences in the organisation of national political systems6.
iii.

The purpose of this EDPS Opinion

The EDPS vision is to help the EU lead by example in the global dialogue on data protection
and privacy in the digital age by identifying cross-disciplinary policy solutions to the Big Data
challenges and developing an ethical dimension to processing of personal information7. We
have called for the data subject to be treated ‘as an individual not simply as a consumer or user’
and highlighted ethical issues around the effects of predictive profiling and algorithmdetermined personalisation8. We have called for responsible and sustainable development of
the digital society based on individual control over personal data concerning them, privacyconscious engineering and accountability and coherent enforcement9. The EDPS Ethics
Advisory Group in its January 2018 report noted that ‘microtargeting of electoral canvassing
changes the rules of public speech, reducing the space for debate and interchange of ideas,’
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which ‘urgently requires a democratic debate on the use and exploitation of data for political
campaign and decision-making’10.
This issue of using information and personal data to manipulate people and politics goes of
course well beyond the right to data protection. A personalised, microtargeted online
environment creates ‘filter-bubbles’ where people are exposed to ‘more-of-the-same’
information and encounter fewer opinions, resulting in increased political and ideological
polarisation11. It increases the pervasiveness and persuasiveness of false stories and
conspiracies12. Research suggests that the manipulation of people’s newsfeed or search results
could influence their voting behaviour13.
The EDPS’s concern is to help ensure the processing of personal data, in the words of the
GDPR, serves mankind, and not vice versa14. Technological progress should not be impeded
but rather steered according to our values. Respect for fundamental rights, including a right to
data protection, is crucial to ensure the fairness of the elections, particularly as we approach
the European Parliament elections of 201915. This Opinion is the latest in a series of broad
engagements by EDPS on the question of how data protection should be applied to address the
most pressing public policy concerns. It builds on the previous EDPS work on Big Data and
digital ethics and the need to coordinate regulation of competitive and fair markets16. The
Opinion will first summarise the process whereby personal data fuels and determines the
prevailing cycle of digital tracking, microtargeting and manipulation. It will then consider the
roles of the various players in the digital information ecosystem. It will consider the
fundamental rights at stake, the relevant data protection principles and other relevant legal
obligations. It will conclude by recommending that the problem of online manipulation is only
likely to worsen, that no single regulatory approach will be sufficient on its own, and that
regulators therefore need to collaborate urgently to tackle not only localised abuses but also
both the structural distortions caused by excessive market concentration.
2. How personal data is used to determine the online experience
‘Infonomics’ is the term coined in the late 1990s as businesses became interested in the value
and monetisability of data17. Today visiting a single website results typically in the disclosure
of browsing behaviour to over 100 third parties who seek to limit their own legal liability by
means of dense ‘privacy policies’ which can run to hundreds of pages. The decentralised
internet of the past has been replaced by walled ‘communities’ guarded by a few giant tech
companies who require those using their services to disclose their identity and personal data.
Members of these communities are nudged to remain within the walls and linked third party
content can only be accessed inside the frame18. Data analytics is used to interpret large datasets
to enable businesses and governments more efficiently to understand and influence the
behaviour of individuals with regard to their purchases and use of public services. Although
techniques are applied for aggregating and anonymising, data analytics relies on the processing
of personal data19.
Online manipulation may be viewed as the culmination of a three-stage cycle from data
collection (a form of data processing under EU law) through profiling to microtargeting or
personalisation as a form of manipulation which can vary in degree from trivial to seriously
harmful20. These stages are briefly described below.
i.

Data collection

Data collection is a form of data processing under EU law21. Personal data are collected from
a variety of sources using different dataset merging techniques. Some data is consciously
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provided by the individuals, like by filling in an online form. Most data however is observed
or recorded automatically, described as ‘digital breadcrumbs’ deposited unwittingly as a result
of individuals’ online and offline activities22. Such observed data include the times and
locations when mobile devices connect with mobile telephone towers or GPS satellites, IP
addresses of the terminals, WiFi accesses points, browsing history, ‘likes’ and ‘shares’, images
collected by digital CCTV systems, purchase history, social media engagement and browsing
behaviour across devices23. According to a recent study people are much more likely to
disseminate, by liking or sharing, information judged ‘false’ than verified information. Bots
and trolls, including those acting on behalf of hostile third states contribute to this further
dissemination24. A significant category is the data collected from people who take online
psychological quizzes which often achieve viral popularity when accessed and shared over
social media. A participant’s results when combined with personal details available on social
media enables intricate personality prediction25.
Companies use tracking technologies to collect observed data, typically cookies as well as flash
cookies, web beacons, device fingerprinting which can track across different devices 26.
Meanwhile the proliferation of connected things and listening devices installed in the home
such as smart speakers (the market for which is also already characterised by concentration)
presents new possibilities to observe real-time individuals’ most private behaviour27. When
messages and content targeted at an individual based on profiling elicits a reaction from that
individual, the reaction is in turn monitored, which creates additional data for collection and
use to refine the profile and future targeting.
ii.

Profiling

Collected personal data is examined to segment people according to precise profiles. There
exists a myriad of traits which can be measured and which can be used to infer user preferences
from a user profile, such as age, gender, location and so on28. The major social media provider
is estimated to have used over 52 000 personal attributes to classify people’s interests and
attributes. Statistical methods are then used to generate analytical information or to predict
future behaviours or development29. Automated profiling identifies patterns that are invisible
to the human eye30. The more user data is available about a person, and the longer a user can
be profiled, the richer become the inferences which can be derived from the person’s profile31.
More advanced profiling practices allow scoring or assessing people against benchmarks of
predefined patterns of normal behaviour. An example of such applications is a hiring software
that analyse an applicant’s voice in order to evaluate ‘language proficiency, fluency, critical
thinking, and active listening’32. Another example is how typing patterns on a computer
keyboard serve as a ground for predicting person’s confidence, nervousness, sadness, and
tiredness. A particular feature of such inference is that highly sensitive data like a person’s
emotional state can be predicted from seemingly non-sensitive information, such as his
keystroke dynamics33.
Big Data combined with behavioural science enables inferences about even deeper personality
portraits. Some data analytics companies specialise in assessing individuals based on five
personality traits known as the ‘Big Five’ or OCEAN, using data gathered from online
personality tests (see above), a technique reported to have been exploited by campaigners
during 2016 US Presidential elections and UK Brexit referendum34. These assessments are then
supplemented with additional characteristics, including values and needs, likes and shares35.
Profiling serves also to identify other people who might be potentially interested in a product
and service, namely the ‘lookalike’ audience and customers held by the major social media
platforms36.
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The quality of the new knowledge created as an outcome of profiling is subject to debate.
Certain studies show that data mining techniques can predict one’s personality more accurately
than most of their friends and family37. Others consider profiling as situational and inherently
probabilistic38. In any case, the impact of profiling on person’s life is not negligible, as the
created knowledge is further used to make decisions (automated or not) about a person or a
group of people.
iii.

Microtargeting and manipulation

Decisions based on profiling personalise an individual’s informational environment with a high
degree of personalisation, a practices referred to as microtargeting39. It may consist in a more
personal message to a segment of people sharing certain traits or even potentially determine
the prices for products or services. It may consist in how social media platforms determine
which content that appears on individual news feeds and in what order.
Companies in the business of selling digital ad space profit from the placing of targeted content
irrespective of any ethical considerations: there is no distinction made between a good or bad
click from a target demographic40. These microtargeting activities may have little effect on
some individuals, but the complexity of the technology, low levels of trust and the avowed
intentions of several important tech players point towards a culture of manipulation in the
online environment41. This manipulation may occur as a result of the business strategies chosen
by market players themselves, or because of the actions of individuals and states seeking to use
platforms intermediaries to disrupt or subvert markets and public discourse.
Moreover, the intention behind the design of devices and software has been to induce addictive
behaviour. Features like auto-play, endless newsfeeds, notifications and ‘streaks’ (unbroken
reciprocation of messages or image sharing) are, according to a number of former employees
in the tech industry, deliberate attempts to maximise attention through microtargeting towards
users, especially children, similar to the techniques used by the gambling industry42. Webbased services which have achieved network effects explicitly appeal to people’s ‘fear of
missing out’ if they do not regularly check the app43.
Manipulation also takes the form of microtargeted, managed content display which is presented
as being most ‘relevant’ for the individual but which is determined in order to maximise
revenue for the platform. This is akin to the ‘secret menus’ used to steer users of ecommerce
sites and the ‘dark patterns’ used to dissuade decisions less desirable from the platform’s
perspective (such as declining to add additional items, like insurance, to a shopping cart).
The major platforms admitted in 2017 that over 125 million inviduals in the United States had
been reached by ‘divisive’ content – ads and messages from fake accounts. Further reports
released just before the publication of this Opinion have alleged a far more widespread degree
of intrusion, although the precise effects on actual voting behaviour remain unknown44. A more
significant and chronic form of manipulation may however be the chilling effect upon freedom
of expression which results from the constant surveillance which characterises the digital
ecosystem45.
3. The Digital (mis)information ecosystem
Manipulation and misinformation are as old as humankind but with rapid digitisation they have
become matters of pressing social, legal and ethical importance. It had been hoped and
expected that new forms of civic engagement would flourish as more people connected to the
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internet – through on line campaigns, crowdsourcing and caused-based communities on social
media46. Currently however the sustainability of microtargeting is subject to heated debates47.
Manipulation by means of microtargeting presupposes the existence and access to the databases
with a variety of data points about individuals, and intellectual property solutions in the form
of analytical algorithms that can draw inferences and predictions about people using these data.
It is a multi-layered process where two groups of actors interact:


The advertising ecosystem which relies on the collection and analysis of personal data
as the prevailing business model.



Non-commercial advertisers.

A third big player is emerging in Artificial Intelligence which further blurs the lines of
accountability. This complex broad digital ecosystem, composed of businesses and
organisations which may have been regulated in the past by different areas of law (consumer
law, electoral law, media law, competition law, etc.), makes it more challenging to assign legal
responsibility to each of them, to enforce existing rules and to ensure that individuals have
recourse to an effective remedy where abuses occur.
i.

Platform intermediaries at the centre of digital advertising

A very small number of giant companies have emerged as effective gatekeepers of the digital
content which most people consume. They occupy a commanding position among a variety of
other actors including advertising businesses, data brokers and data analytics companies. In the
2015 EU citizenship consultation, more than seven out of 10 respondents (72%) said they use
internet platforms as a source of information. In Europe, currently more than a third of
advertising spend is spent on digital channels surpassing TV advertising (although there are
significant differences between regions). In the UK, one of the more advanced digital markets,
more than 50% of every advertising pound spent goes to online channels48.Newspapers (63%)
and TV (62%) were the second and third most popular sources of information on EU matters49.
Most search traffic has migrated to smartphones where the biggest company has 97% market
share. Advertisers who use one of the two major platforms, described as a ‘duopoly’ on
grounds that they are reported to account for between 80% and 99% of all revenue growth from
digital advertising, cannot control where their advert is placed. Opaque algorithms have placed
such ads on sites displaying racist, incendiary or scurrilous content, which has led to a number
of large advertisers withdrawing from programmatic ad marketplaces, where software is used
to buy and sell advertising50. In many countries, one of the two biggest tech companies has
become the only gateway to the internet51. There is less capital investment in start-ups (down
40% since 2015) indicating that investors see less scope for disruption in the concentrated
market52.
Data analytics could help individuals navigate through the increasingly noisy information
environment. However, the reality has been to tip the balance of benefits away from individual,
deepening informational asymmetry in favour of owners of proprietary algorithms. By limiting
exposure to certain information, for instance in job advertisements, on the basis of person’s
gender or inferred health status, they may further perpetuate discriminatory attitudes and
practices53. In effect, the forum for public discourse and the available space for freedom of
speech is now bounded by the profit motives of powerful private companies who, due to
technical complexity or on the grounds of commercial secrecy, decline to explain how
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decisions are made. The few major platforms with their extraordinary reach therefore offer an
easy target for people seeking to use the system for malicious ends.
ii.

Non-commercial advertisers

Advertisers are not limited to commercial players seeking customer insights54. Governments,
political and ideological movements, political parties, campaigns, political candidates, and
other cause-driven organisations have always sought to spread their message, rally volunteers,
recruit donors and otherwise influence public opinion and build communities both online and
offline. They have been referred to as ‘non-commercial advertisers’ as their aim is not to sell
or promote a commercial product or service, but rather to communicate their message in order
to influence political, social or other views of the individuals and to encourage - or discourage
- support for a cause or to vote in an election 5556.
Until recently non-commercial advertisers had access to only limited data about their
constituency. Now they have begun to exploit the same targeted internet advertising system
used by commercial entities by mining the reactions and discussions on social media in real
time and to aggregate data and, extract ‘value’ from these data, such as inferences about
personality traits and likely voting behaviour of the electorate. Many governmental institutions,
political and other interest groups have dedicated websites, which to a larger or to a lesser
extent use tracking technologies discussed above. They also have an active presence on the
social media and make use of targeting (advertising) tools offered by the online businesses 57.
Non-commercial advertisers interact with the social media platforms, such as ‘fan pages’ or
‘groups’ on social media which provide integrated advertising and publishing tools. Fan page
administrators can obtain viewing statistics, and choose audiences among fan page followers
and among all platform users on the basis of demographics, interest, behaviour or other criteria
in order to better personalize the platform messages. They can then customise messages to be
served back to audiences according to profile and location58. How these tools are used varies
between countries and types of organisation59. In any case there is thus a blurring of the lines
between ‘commercial’ and ‘political’ data: whereas traditional political research looked at voter
registration and party affiliation, data analysts now process any information revealing
personality traits.
Political campaigns are increasingly relying on Big Data analytics to influence opinions and
voting through targeted messages or online advertising ‘impressions’. In many cases the
alleged aim is to target people with misleading information60. The ability of AI and Big Data
to influence significantly democratic processes, certainly outside the United States, is
contested. Available empirical evidence from political campaign practices in the Netherlands
and Germany show little engagement with microtargeting practices due to practical limitations,
which include lack of expertise, funds, particularities of the local jurisdiction, or the legal
framework itself61. On the other hand the ongoing investigation by the UK Information
Commissioner, with a parallel investigation conducted by the Electoral Commission, into
alleged data protection abuses in campaigning during the Brexit referendum is scrutinising the
activities of 30 organisations including political parties and campaigns, data companies and
social media platforms62. Regardless of their effectiveness there is a clear interest from noncommercial advertisers to explore the targeting techniques initially developed for the
commercial sector63.
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iii.

Artificial Intelligence

Throughout this digital ecosystem, automated systems are increasingly mediating
communication between individuals, companies and states as well as producing new machinegenerated content. Artificial Intelligence is used for fine-grained surveillance, to monitor, filter,
and censor messages sent between users of messaging applications 64. Machine-learning
algorithms aim to maximise attention and likes, making media susceptible to manipulation65.
Social media bots which distort news or foment anger or dissent may be autonomous or
controlled by humans66. More sophisticated applications of Artificial Intelligence, like
deepfakes, speech simulation and automated news reporting, are likely to increase with its
potency in this ecosystem as they become cheaper to deploy, unless countermeasures are
deployed successfully. The automatic tailoring of messaging already prevalent in the
commercial space could, where applied to the political sphere, in theory involve a political
candidate’s or party’s webpage adjusting its content according to the known political
preferences of the visitor. It could also creates obstacles for quality research and accountability
initiatives aiming to track how political candidates are holding on to their promises once they
are at the office lead to involve67.
Artificial Intelligence is scalable and so these trends are potentially limitless. The relationship
between technology and politics is symbiotic, with access to and adeptness at using technology
determining the balance of power between states and between regimes and protest
movements68.
4. Fundamental rights and values at stake
Microtargeting and online manipulation appear to compromise substantially a number of rights
and freedoms set down in Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU.
i.

Data protection and other freedoms

Privacy and protection of personal data are fundamental rights under Articles 7 and 8 of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU Article 7 protects a right to respect for private and
family life, home and communications, whereas Article 8 established a separate right to the
protection of personal data. The indispensability of personal information to the digital
information ecosystem puts these two rights under obvious pressure.
Privacy and personal data protection are placed among the ‘freedoms’ of the EU, which include
freedom of thought, conscience and religion, freedom of expression and information, and
freedom of assembly and association (Articles 10, 11 and 12). These are also clearly at stake
due to the ability of the major platform intermediaries either to facilitate or to impede
information dissemination. For instance, content which is not indexed or ranked highly by an
Internet search engine is less likely to reach a large audience or to be seen at all. Alternatively,
a search algorithm might also be biased towards certain types of content or content providers,
thereby risking affecting related values such as media pluralism and diversity. This is
particularly the case in the context of allegedly dominant online search engines69.
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ii.

Media pluralism

Contained with Article 11 of the Charter is the requirement for the freedom and pluralism of
the media to be respected. A Resolution of the European Parliament in December 2017 referred
to the ‘concentration of power of media conglomerates, platform operators and internet
intermediaries risk[ing] negative consequences for the pluralism of public debate and access to
information’. The Council of Europe committee of experts is also preparing a recommendation
on media pluralism and transparency of media ownership.
There is evidence that this concentration and elimination of local journalism facilitates the
spread of disinformation70. Social media has been used to encourage people to vote, to vote for
a particular candidate, and to discourage from voting altogether (‘digital gerrymandering’). The
major social media provider itself has encouraged voters to exercise their vote, and there is
nothing to preclude them from doing the opposite. In comparison with the mainstream media
outlet covering a news story, there is no trace or record of an editorial decision, only the results
of filtering performed by an algorithm. Online intermediaries could in theory make it easier for
a political party which their business or ideological interests align with to reach their supporters
or vice versa, with former social media employees recently claiming to have been involved in
keeping conservative issues from trending on the site71. Whether allegedly dominant online
platforms may (deliberately or not) use their power to influence voting or not is less the point
than the fact that they – in principle – have the ability to influence political decision-making
processes72.
EU competition rules permit Member States to intervene under Article 21(4) of the Merger
Regulation to protect media plurality. There have been calls for a redefinition of these rules in
the light of the disruption caused by platform intermediaries and concentration in the market.
iii.

Free elections

In addition, Article 3 of Protocol I to the European Convention of Human Rights guarantees
everyone a right to free election. Freedom, fairness and transparency are recognized as key
principles of democratic elections73. In the EU context Article 39 of the Charter guarantees the
right to vote in European Parliament elections. Generally, free elections are those where
candidates can compete without any obstacles erected by the authorities, where the electorate
has genuine options and a free access to information concerning those options. Fairness of
elections can be prejudiced if there is a state interference resulting in inequality of chances for
the runners in the electoral race. The principle of electoral transparency is not met if the voters
have no freedom to seek, receive and impart information about the process and the candidates,
including about the source and spending of financial support received by a candidate or a
party74. These rights are also therefore challenged by online manipulation.
5. Relevant legal frameworks
The complexity of the digital information ecosystem invokes a range of regulatory sectors
which until now have had little reason to interact. This section outlines the relevance of
fundamental rights before outlining the relevant sectors of regulation under EU law namely,
data protection, the principle of media pluralism, audio-visual.
i.

Data protection rules and principles

In the EU data protection rules have been conceived as contributing to the respect of all
fundamental rights and freedoms, not only data protection75. Specific rules governing the
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processing of personal data are laid down in Regulation 2016/679 (‘the GDPR’) which from
25 May 2018 replaces Directive 95/46/EC76. The GDPR requires that any processing of
personal data - any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person - respects
data processing principles, including lawfulness, fairness and transparency, purpose limitation,
data minimisation and others. Personal data revealing political opinions is considered to be a
‘special category of personal data’ meriting a higher level of protection. Processing of these
data is generally prohibited, unless one or more of the enumerated exceptions appl.77. A legal
person, including political parties and civil society organisations, or a natural person, such as
an independent political candidate, processing personal data in the course of professional
activity is bound to follow the GDPR.
The GDPR is particularised and complemented by Directive 2002/58/EC (‘ePrivacy
Directive’), currently under review. The Directive lays down specific rules to protect the
confidentiality and security of electronic communications, including safeguards against
intrusions into privacy by unsolicited communications for direct marketing purposes. The
notion of ‘direct marketing’ is not defined in the Directive, though some argue that it would
extend to the appeal for funds or support for a political cause, encouraging individuals to vote
or not to vote for a political party or a candidate, requesting donations via e-mails, social
networks, and other means of electronic communication78. Since 2009, the ePrivacy Directive
requires any party that stores or accesses information, such as a tracking cookie, on a person’s
device, to obtain the consent of that person, unless an exception applies79.
Scope
The GDPR primarily applies to controllers and processors established in the EU80 and
controllers and processors established outside the EU if they offers goods and services to
persons in the EU or monitor their behaviour taking place within the EU81. Whereas
governmental institutions, political or cause-driven movements operating in the EU members
states are commonly established on their territory, digital business they employ might be
incorporated either on the territory of the EU member states or in the third countries. Some
companies would have branches and subsidiaries in the EU, others may not have stable
arrangements present in the Union. For instance, there are reports of EU-based campaigns
relying on the insights provided by non-EU based data analytics companies, which specialize
in profiling of persons to predict their personal preferences and political attitudes82. Such
activity would be considered as monitoring of behaviour of persons for the purpose of the
GDPR. This means that data analytics companies established outside the Union, engaged in
profiling of the person in the EU, would be subject to the GDPR and obliged to comply with
the rules pertaining to fairness (including an appropriate legal basis for processing),
transparency of processing, profiling and other requirements. The GDPR would often also
apply to the companies engaged in the profiling of the natural persons residing outside the
Union, if they have branches, subsidiaries or other establishments on the territory of the EU.
For this purpose, the citizenship or residence of the profiled persons is irrelevant. Hence, GDPR
has a potential to extend legal protection like the right to information, access to personal data
and to rectification to the persons in non-EU countries83.
Controllers and accountability
Considering the multiplicity of actors and activities involved in the digital information
ecosystem, it can be difficult to identify all controllers and processors and ensure an appropriate
allocation of responsibility under the GDPR84. Therefore, when a non-commercial advertiser
outsources Big Data analytics to other companies, careful consideration should be given to
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where control over processing of personal data actually lies – that will have implications for
compliance and liability under the GDPR. If Big Data outsourcing is conducted in a controllerprocessor relationship, where the non-commercial advertiser determines the purposes and
means processing, and the data analytics company processes the data exclusively on its behalf,
then GDPR requires them to have a contract or another legal act in place regulating their
relationship85. However, the existence of such a contract would not automatically mean that
the company doing the data analysis is really a processor. A company is likely to be a processor,
for instance, insofar as it carries out data analytics on behalf of a political party for the purposes
of a specific election, while the political party in determining the purpose of processing is likely
to be the controller. The greater the freedom that company has to decide what data to collect
and how to apply its analytics techniques, the more possible the company will be considered a
joint controller86.
The relationship between the platform and the organisations using its services is a matter of a
legal challenge currently pending before the CJEU87. In the Advocate General’s opinion, both
the platform and the creator of a fan page should be considered as controllers88. The opinion
considers any political party, candidate or ideological movement which has a presence on the
social network by virtue of a fan page, and is thus able to influence ‘in a specific way which
[advertising] tool is put to use’ by using filters to define a personalised audience and designate
the categories of people whose personal data will be collected by the social media company.
Such a company would have all the responsibilities of the controller under the GDPR, including
the obligation to identify a legal basis for the processing, to inform individuals about processing
of their data, and to demonstrate compliance with the GDPR89.
Purpose limitation
The purpose limitation principle requires that the purpose of the collection of personal
information should be specified at the time of collection. The information may not be further
processed in a manner incompatible with those purposes. Whenever there is a change of
purpose it must be specified90.
Data analytics involve methods and usage patterns which neither the entity collecting the data
nor the data subject considered or could have even imagined at the time of collection.
Algorithmic processing of personal data creates possibilities to generate new data. When a data
subject shares a few discrete pieces of data, it is often possible for those data to be merged,
generating second and even third generations of data about the person91.
For example, limited information about supporters of a political party held in its databases, or
basic information about members of an organization, provided by them directly, could be
merged with data about individuals’ purchasing behaviour obtained from data brokers92. By
using tools provided by the social media platforms, these data can be combined by demographic
information (e.g. data about family status) and information on individual behaviour and
interests. By applying data analytics methods discussed above, the interested political
campaign or membership-based organisation may infer psychological profiles and detailed
political preferences about single individuals from seemingly unrelated and non-sensitive sets
of data.
The concern of using data from profiles for different purposes through algorithms is that the
data loses its original context. Repurposing of data is likely to affect a person’s informational
self-determination, further reduce the control of data subjects’ over their data, thus affecting
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the trust in digital environments and services93 94. Hence the crucial importane of purpose
limitation as as principle of data protection law.
Therefore, legitimate processing by non-commercial advertisers as well as the parties to the
advertising ecosystem would require in the first place a legal basis for processing such as
consent of the individuals concerned. Explicit consent would be essential for processing any
sensitive information which reveals political or religious views, and consent will not be valid
if it is made a condition for using the service.
They would need to inform the data subjects of the future forms of processing they will engage
in and closely monitor their practices to assure they did not exceed the permitted boundaries of
processing within those stated purposes95.
ii.

Audio-visual media rules

The EU's Audiovisual Media Services Directive is currently under review. It covers EU-wide
coordination of national legislation on all audiovisual media, that is both traditional TV
broadcasts and on-demand services. Among the objectives of the review is to tackle ‘hate
speech’ and secure media pluralism. Meanwhile political advertising on TV is usually subject
to regulation in the EU and there are impartiality requirements imposed on public broadcasters.
However no equivalent regulation exists for the use of algorithmic predictions of preferences
and voter behaviour that may have equally if not more powerful an impact96. As a result, there
have been renewed calls for traditional media responsibility standards to be applied to social
media platforms. These platforms act, as a result of their decisions on what news to display to
whom, as news editors with responsibility for its trending topics. The question follows, whether
social media platforms, through their algorithms that rank and curate third-party submissions,
exert a form of editorial control traditionally performed by media professionals and therefore
engage specific media responsibilities97.
For a long time, broadcasters were required to exercise restraint in publication of opinion poll
findings and also enforce quiet periods prior to election day (“blackout”). In some cases, the
regulation of political advertising extended to rationing of time for parties on public
broadcasters in order to level the political playing field to larger and smaller political parties
and candidates 98. However, the move to ‘digital narrowcasting’ where political campaigns are
increasingly taking place online, with the use of analytical and microtargeting tools discussed
above, raises questions about the application of broadcasting rules to the major platforms and
challenges the audio-visual and media authorities to understand how they operate.
iii.

Electoral regulations

In EU Member States national campaign regulations impose requirements for disclosure of
donations and/or candidates’ spending on political campaigns99. Even when such rules apply
equally to online and offline (traditional) campaigning, the reliance by the parties on the thirdparty digital advertising services and social media tools is making application of these rules
more difficult. For example, the reported spending on campaign materials may not provide
sufficient details about spending on digital advertising and associated services, e.g. targeted
ads on social media, analytics services, creation of voter databases, engagement with data
brokers. The messages disseminated online, including via social media, rarely include an
imprint stating who has published them, thus depriving voters from a possibility to identify
who is spending money on trying to influence them at the elections100. A lack of transparency
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about these practices may have negative implications for fairness and freedom of decisionmaking process.
iv.

Consumer protection

Under the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, consumers are entitled to a high level of
consumer protection. Insofar, two distinct rationales underlie European consumer law: to
empower consumers as sovereign market actor, giving them the rights and information
necessary to act in that role, and to protect consumers in situations where they are the weaker
party in commercial dealings, and not able to take the protection of their rights, (economic)
interests and safety into their own hands101.
The EU has duly adopted various measures for the protection of users of products and services
wherever in the internal market they are supplied or consumed102. One of these instruments,
the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive, prohibits misleading, aggressive and otherwise
unfair commercial practices103104 105. Such practices are outlawed in the context of business-toconsumer commercial practices. Political and ideological targeting and advertising falls outside
the scope of the consumer law. However activities which amount to manipulating persons with
misinformation, personalising political arguments based on intrusive personal profiles bear
obvious similarities to the abuses addressed in consumer law106. International human rights law
tends to distinguish between recipients of political and commercial targeting107. Nevertheless,
as indicated in the above mentioned Resolution on the Use of Personal Data for Political
Communication, ‘although political communication sometimes shares many of the
characteristics of promotional activity, it has some characteristics that are distinct from
commercial marketing’108.
v.

Competition law

In our 2014 Preliminary Opinion on Privacy and competitiveness in the age of big data, and
later, in our 2016 Opinion on coherent enforcement of fundamental rights in the age of big
data, we argued that competition law had a crucial role in ensuring the accountability of
dominant players in the market and protecting democracy against excessive market power.
There is evidence that concentration has provided an easy target for malicious operators within
the ‘ecosystem’ that sustains microtargeting. The interests of individuals should be better
reflected in assessing the potential abuse of dominance or the mergers of companies, which
may have accumulated significant informational power109. For example, in December 2017,
the German competition authority issued a preliminary legal assessment in the abuse of
dominance proceeding against Facebook. It held that Facebook was abusing this dominant
position by making the use of its social network conditional on its being allowed to limitlessly
amass every kind of data generated by using third-party websites and merge it with the user's
Facebook account110. As microtargeting can be reliant on the personal data collected by this
social media network, the findings of the Bundeskartellamt are also relevant in the context of
this Opinion.
Grounds for intervention under the data protection, consumer protection and competitions laws
to address potential negative implications of microtargeting for individuals’ fundamental rights
were discussed by the respective regulators at the second meeting of the Digital
Clearinghouse111. It was decided to further consider it as an area of possible collaboration
between the regulators, also including electoral and media authorities. The EDPS will
coordinate this effort further, also taking into account the ongoing work of the European
Commission,112 and the national regulatory authorities113.
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6. Recommendations
Online manipulation is a complex problem and there is any simple solution. No single arm of
regulation is able to tackle it alone. This Opinion has argued however that data protection must
be a big part of the solution. We make below five recommendations for action drawn from data
protection law and where independent data protection authorities can bring a valuable
contribution, beginning with completing the reform of data protection framework and
enforcing it rigorously, regulators attempting to reach a collecting understanding of the issue,
building on existing measures at national and EU level for cooperation with other regulators,
self-regulation and greater individual empowerment.
I.

Complete and enforce data protection rules

It is crucial to reinforce protection of special categories of data, the principles of transparency,
purpose limitation and data minimization, and safeguards against unlawful profiling and
automated decision-making.
The EU privacy and data protection framework would be incomplete without a legal tool to
protect the right to private life guaranteed by Article 7 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights.
The proposed ePrivacy Regulation has a potential to de-incentivise constant tracking and
manipulating of individuals.
For this purpose, we have already advised to the legislator to include the following additions
to the proposed Regulation114:


a complete and explicit ban on so-called ‘tracking walls’;



an explicit prohibition on the practice of excluding users who have ad-blocking or other
applications and add-ons installed to protect their information and terminal equipment;



a confirmation that processing of data for purposes of providing targeted advertisements
cannot be considered as necessary for the performance of a service; and



a requirement for browsers and other software of operating systems to offer by default
controls that make it easy to express or withhold consent to tracking.

The EDPS will continue to support with the European Parliament and the Council with a view
to ensure a speedy finalisation of the new legislation and create incentives for a sustainable
baseline for respecting privacy and data protection115. We believe that in doing so, the EU will
open opportunities for new business models and for more privacy friendly technologies and
businesses, which would help to circumvent the risks posed by the underlying ecosystem for
microtargeting.
II.

Regulators should aim for a collective diagnosis of the problem

Data analytics offers unprecedented possibilities to profile individuals in order to score, rank,
assess their behaviour and make informed decisions about them. It personalises people’s
experiences and information exposure in order to influence their behaviour and choices,
whether in terms of their purchasing decisions as consumers or as citizens engaged in civic
life116. The challenge is to harness technology in ways that help people engage more freely and
effectively in civic decision-making. It is to manage the risks of undue manipulation and
contest the idea of an individual as a quantified self117 .
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Data protection authorities and all concerned regulators need to understand the local practices
of microtargeting, including to what extent political and ideological movements engage in
profiling and targeting of individuals, what sources of personal data they rely on and what tools
they employ to profile and target them. Although some global and regional trends can be
identified, the variation in the institutional frameworks, social and legal conditions render it
necessary for the authorities to conduct country-specific inquiries118. Much effort has already
taken place at national level, and the Commission is leading work to identify solutions119.
Regulators can consider existing guidelines from data protection authorities on political
campaigning and the scope to extend them to other social and ideological movements involved
in profiling and targeting of individuals with non-commercial messages. In particular, the
notion of public interest under data protection law and how it is distinct from the private
interests of companies or political movements is key to addressing abuses and manipulation
occurring in the online political space.Regulators should work together to build on this.
III.

Regulators should cooperate across sectors

Current responses to ‘fake news’ need to be supported through more interagency
cooperation120.
Firstly, antitrust and privacy are converging as authorities realise that much structural abuse is
the result of distortions in an overconcentrated digital market. Antitrust has a crucial role to
play in policing the behaviour of dominant companies and using merger control to avoid
harmful longer term effects of mergers.
Secondly, cooperation between data protection and consumer protection regulators could
potentially investigate the underlying ecosystem which facilitates political microtargeting, i.e.
online services provided by advertising industry, data brokers, data analytics companies and
social media platforms121. Under consumer protection law, they can qualify both as ‘traders’ in
their own right,122 and as profiling and targeting service providers to third parties. It is thus
possible, for data protection and consumer protection authorities to consider standards for
transparency and intelligibility of contractual terms and online services in particular requiring
companies to be more transparent about their decision making in data processing operations123.
The synergies could also address potential persuasiveness of behavioural targeting by looking
into ‘fairness’ of certain features of these online services124 which primarily aim at persuading
customers to provide more personal information in order to obtain more granular profiling data,
and offer more nuanced targeting capabilities thus increasing the value of the service to
advertisers (both commercial and political).
Thirdly, cooperation with electoral regulations has become essential. There are exemptions in
data protection and ePrivacy rules covering political activity and the public interest, and
regulators need to work together to ensure that manipulation is not allowed to escape
regulation. As indicated in the Resolution on the Use of Personal Data for Political
Communication, “existing data protection and privacy commissioners could play an increasing
role in planning coordinated actions also in cooperation with other supervisory authorities
competent in the fields of telecommunications, information sector, opinion polls and electoral
activities”125. Indeed, data protection law, electoral law and audio-visual law share common
principles, such as transparency and fairness, and cooperation between the respective
regulators, especially during the electoral period, could enhance their coherent application and
strengthen the protection of individuals against potentially unfair microtargeting practices.
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An EU research project carried out in 2013, noted a lack of coordination between the data
protection regulators on the question of data processing for political campaigning purposes126.
Apart from one notable exception127 on the application of data protection and audio-visual law
during political campaigning, there also seem to be no active cross-regulatory cooperation
between data protection, electoral and media authorities on the national or EU level. However,
in the context of political campaigns, regulators in all three areas of law – data protection,
electoral and media – seem to face challenges in applying shared principles of ‘transparency’
and ‘fairness’ to the new realities of political campaigning, which involves tracking, profiling
and targeting individuals online. Reports submitted by political parties detailing their campaign
spending and investigations by electoral authorities, may provide valuable information to the
data protection authorities about data collection and processing practices which political
campaigns engage into (with or without assistance of the third parties). This may further feed
into the assessment of their compliance with the GDPR requirements, including accountability,
lawfulness, transparency and fairness of data processing. Data protection authorities have an
intimate knowledge about the functioning of the digital advertising ecosystem, which they
could share with the audio-visual authorities in order to assist them with the application of
political advertising rules to the online environment. These are just a few examples of the
potential benefits that a more active cooperation between the regulators could bring.
As we have argued in our previous Opinion, regulatory authorities in each area of law have
limited competences and thus limited tools at their disposal. For example, data protection
authorities can only address lawfulness, transparency and fairness of profiling and targeting as
far as processing of personal data is concerned128, the fairness and truthfulness of the
personalised messages is not for the data protection law to regulate. Consequently, and given
the potential risks of microtargeting extending beyond the scope of the right to data protection,
into the domains of freedom of speech and information, equality and free elections, there is a
need to explore the prospects of cooperation between data protection and other regulators.
IV.

Self-regulation and codes of conduct should be encouraged

Online manipulation is too systemic, too existential in its threat to fundamental rights and
values, to leave it to industry to solve. However self regulation has an important role to play.
Under the GDPR, national supervisory authorities, the European Data Protection Board, the
EU Member States, and the Commission are required to encourage the drawing up of codes of
conduct ‘intended to contribute to the proper application of this Regulation, taking account of
the specific features of the various processing sectors and the specific needs of micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises’ 129: As indicated by the Working Party 29, adherence to a code
of conduct may go towards demonstrating transparency. Codes ‘may be drawn up for the
purpose of specifying the application of the GDPR with regard to fair and transparent
processing, information provided to the public and to data subjects, and the protection of,
children, amongst other issues’130. In addition, drawing up a code of conduct may inspire
political parties, campaigns, and other social and political-cause driven association to discuss
on the ethical dimension of data processing, such as decisions by particular controllers not to
engage in certain data processing operations131.
V.

Empower individuals to exercise their rights including collective action

Encryption, apps and browser extensions which aim to uncover targeting, along with other
security measures for the protection of personal information are a barrier to manipulation.
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Data brokers, advertising networks, social network providers and other digital business actors
have ever more complete files on individuals participating in today’s digital society, and
individuals are losing control over the digital footprints they leave behind. Targeted, profiled
and assessed by actors often beyond their control or even knowledge, individuals may feel
helpless and need to be empowered to take control of their identity. Even where formally
having been given some form of a ‘notice’ and opportunity to ‘consent’ to general terms and
conditions, individuals often find themselves inside a system designed to maximise the
monetisation of personal data, which leaves no real choice or control to individuals132.
Transparency is only part of the solution - the reasoning behing the bipartisan Honest Ads Act,
which would merely require buyers of online political advertisements to reveal their identities.
Different surveys report that around 75% of consumers have no confidence in how social media
brands and marketing companies’ handle their data.133 Less than 2 out of 10 Europeans feel
that they have complete control over the information they provide online, while every third
believes that he has no control over it at all134.
We have already called on the digital businesses that invest a lot of effort into finding
innovative ways to make use of personal data, to use the same innovative mind-set when
implementing data protection principles135. Our 2016 Opinion on Personal Information
Management Systems explored the concept of technologies and ecosystems aiming at
empowering individuals to control the sharing of their personal data (‘personal information
management systems’ or ‘PIMS’ for short). We have analysed the potential of PIMS to put
users in control of their personal information, and suggested to the Commission and the
Member States to take the steps in order to foster research and development and deployment
to market in the area of PIMS.
To make fundamental rights ‘practical and effective136, any ex ante legal, policy and
technological safeguards put in place by the controllers and processors, have to be accompanied
with the ex post right to effective remedy for those, whose rights and freedoms were violated137
As microtargeting by and large relies on the automated decision-making processes it lends
itself to particular challenges for persons’ ability to obtain effective remedy. These include the
opaqueness of the decision itself, its basis, whether the individuals have consented to the use
of their data in making this decision, or are even aware of the decision affecting them 138. The
individuals may face challenges accessing their personal data because of procedural
obstacles139, or, due to the information asymmetry between controllers and processors,
assessing the comprehensiveness of the information they receive in response to the access
requests. The difficulty in assigning responsibility for the decision also complicates
individuals’ understanding of whom to turn to address the complaint140. In addition, there is a
number of obstacles for individuals’ seeking judicial redress in general141.
In light of these and other obstacles to the effective exercise of the rights under the GDPR, the
Regulation, in comparison with the Data Protection Directive, envisions additional ways to
exercise this right. In particular, Article 80 of the GDPR provides for the right for the data
subject to ‘mandate a not-for-profit body, organisation or association’, under certain
conditions, to exercise certain rights on the data subject’s behalf, as well as for the possibility
for Member States to provide that these organisations may perform similar functions
independently of a data subject’s mandate, at their own initiative. Although the introduction of
this right should be acknowledged as a great achievement142, to give a full effect to the right to
an effective remedy, the EDPS recommends the following:
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For the EU legislature: to introduce an explicit provision for collective redress and
effective remedies or otherwise clarify the text of the ePrivacy regulation (e.g. by
explicitly confirming the applicability of Article 80 of the GDPR) ensuring full
availability of the collective redress mechanisms, as they are available under the
GDPR143.



For the Member States when exercising their discretion with respect to the
implementation of Article 80(2) of the GDPR: to provide in their national legislation a
legal standing for the not-for-profit public interest bodies, organisations or associations
active in the field of the protection of data subjects' rights and freedoms, to lodge
complaints to the supervisory authority and exercise other data subjects rights stipulated
in this Article, independently of a data subject's mandate.

EDPS believes that such approach would contribute to a more coherent and equal enforcement
of data subject rights in practice across different EU jurisdictions. This is especially important
in the context of sensitive data processing practices such as profiling and automated decisionmaking of individuals, which, when unlawful, non-transparent, or unfair, may adversely affect
the exercise of civil rights of millions. For instance, a data breach of voter database resulting
in exposure of voter’s profiles with insights about their personality, lifestyle, and psychological
profiles, may be regarded as a particularly grave infringement of the right to the respect to
private life. The availability of opt out collective redress mechanism 144 may allow public
interest organizations to address this infringement, even if individuals, due to the reasons
described above, may not be in position to pursue legal action against the data controller and/or
processor145.
7. Conclusion
Online manipulation poses a threat to society because filter bubbles and walled communities
make it harder for people to understand each other and share experiences. The weakening of
this ‘social glue’ may undermine democracy as well as several other fundamental rights and
freedoms. Online manipulation is also a symptom of the opacity and lack of accountability in
the digital ecosystem. The problem is real and urgent, and is likely to get worse as more people
and things connect to the internet and the role of Artificial Intelligence systems increases. At
the root of the problem is partly the irresponsible, illegal or unethical use of personal
information. Transparency is necessary but not enough. Content management may be necessary
but cannot be allowed to compromise fundamental rights. Part of the solution, therefore, is to
enforce existing rules especially the GDPR with rigour and in tandem with other norms for
elections and media pluralism.
As a contribution to advancing the debate, in spring 2019, EDPS will convene a workshop
where national regulators in the area of data protection, electoral and audio-visual law will be
able to explore these interplays further, discuss the challenges they are facing and consider
opportunities for joint actions, also taking into consideration the upcoming European
Parliament elections.
This Opinion has argued that technology and behaviour in the market is causing harm because
of structural imbalances and distortions. We have called for adjusting the incentives to
innovate. The tech giants and pioneers have benefited until now from operating in a relatively
unregulated environment. Traditional industries and basic concepts of territorial jurisdiction,
sovereignty and also social norms including democracy are affected. These values depend on
a plurality of voices, and equilibrium between parties. No single player or sector can tackle this
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alone. Protection of data is part of the solution and perhaps a bigger part than expected. It is
not enough to rely on the good will of ultimately unaccountable commercial players. We need
now to intervene in the interests of spreading more fairly the benefits of digitisation.

Brussels, 19 March 2018

Giovanni BUTTARELLI
European Data Protection Supervisor
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